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Words. 
by Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

  
Rolling around naked in words 

So much to say 
So many ways to say it 

The words crawl up my stomach 
Tickling my ear 

Whispering sweet nothings 
Turning me on like nothing else 

  
It’s words 

Words I’m in love with 
Words can do anything they want 

to me 
Long as they come from me 

And flow from me 
Floetry 

  
Tangled in this poetry 

Coming from my fingers 
Coming from my mind 
Coming from the heart 

It’s all deep inside 
  

And from the inside out it travels 
Turning corners 

Taking form 
 I’m in lust you see 

Verbal porn 
  

Words 
Words 

Sexy little words 
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“Sunrise”  
by ka0s k0mplex 
 
 
Quit that noise. 
All day my head talks shit like a high school boy. 
Used to feel a void. 
Always was so empty. 
It was always like this, till you met me. 
You let me know I was special- 
Told me to hold on. 
One day I could be a hip hop icon. 
That made me laugh. 
Now that I look back- 
I wouldn't exist without you and that's a fact. 
I'd probably be dying- 
Or hustling and fiending. 
Because before I met you- 
Everything was so demeaning. 
I couldn't appreciate. 
I could only hate. 
Then you brought my ill mind to a better place. 
Saved it with your face. 
Told me I rhymed with grace. 
And when I freestyled- 
You said I was a great. 
And that was my fate. 
To keep on writing. 
Motivated me to not give up. 
So I keep on fighting. 
Cause someone believed in me. 
And supported me, literally. 
You chased away my insecurities. 
Bright with your light. 
Told me I could make everything right, 
So I write. 
Take away these wrongs. 
Leave my mistakes in the songs and move on- 
Begone, 
Sadness and sorrows. 
Take form in this text, 
And leave me be like a one night stand- 
Damn. 
All because someone said- 
"Never let anyone kill your dream dead." 
Naw, the haters can eat hot lead- 
Tip of my pencil is burning like Satan's in the head. 
Dread the thought of failure- 
But I know I can't touch that. 
Cuz I ain't giving up. 
Some said I must be nuts, 
Because I keep on writing when I should be doing other 
things with my time- 
Like they knew about my tough times, 
And the pain that almost left my heart grind-ed. 
Mind you, 
I was hurting. 
Constantly cussing. 
Wishing that death would give me peace- 
Until I found this lyrical release. 
And I was a beast. 

Yeah, I was a monster. 
I kill beats on the daily, 
Serial murderer. 
And all because of some love, 
League of Shadows showed me I could throw slugs. 
Jeff and Marc, 
The rest of the homies. 
That knew what I went through. 
The pain of being lonely. 
Of feeling like a phonie. 
Fuck you if you judge me without knowing me- 
You can suck a dick, 
Cause you blow harder than my anxiety. 
That I constantly purge, 
In the form of words. 
Call me what you want- 
Fucking dork and a nerd. 
But sit and observe. 
None of you could come as real as me releasing the dark. 
I'm keeping my seat like I'm Rosa Parks. 
Bitch. 
This is the truth, none of it is garbage. 
UvD forever. 
We came to bring that carnage. 
I came to ante up. 
Gotta take em down, enough is enough. 
You can't keep up with my tracks. 
So eat my dust. 
And I keep it popping like a pack of CRUSH. 
Hush. 
Go to sleep... 
Lullaby... 
For the lies... 
After every hard night, 
There's a sunrise. 
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devouring sea 
by Jesse Calhoun 
 
the light in the tunnel is a grey-shade of blue 
chopping waters black and swollen. 
the train seems to never end 
never begin again- 
            this week of destroying the world 
            from the inside. 
 
snow on sunshine on clouds draining 
moans from my sleep. 
tempest capture fire-breed 
haul me over the canyon- 
            the dead living 
            atrocity giving. 
 
bury me in deep water 
notebooks and all 
pens in my ears 
and hands bound 
covering my eyes. 
 
it will have been my necessary ending 
            finding a way to me 
            devouring sea catching my screams. 
 

Randomness Pt. 2 
by Karlen McCree 

 
I am like the waters of the world during a clear day. 

Calm collected and cool on the surface and for few 
inches deep 

but once you get a a little further out of the bay 
darker the secrets that I must keep 

  
You never see that trouble that stirs in the deep 

Because, I am known not to make a peep. 
Its only done when no one is around, 

And you're there, I won't make sound. 
  

In the end, I am a true friend, 
All the way til the end of our days. 

There for you til the bitter end, 
That’s the way it stays. 

  
Is there anyone who knows the way 

to make my pain go away 
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“Isis” 
by Joi Miner 
 
 
 
I will travel to the ends of the earth for you 
Picking up the pieces of the man you are 
destined to be. 
Man society has severed and scattered 
Expecting none to put forth effort to 
Find and realign you. 
  
But they have underestimated me. 
  
I will dig through the walls of canyons 
barehanded for your heart 
Deep dive into quicksands to locate each 
limb 
Dance with oceanic waves searching for 
your smile within the foam 
Knock around mountain’s base locating 
sweetspots pulling your pride from beneath 
buried treasure hidden deep within. 
  
I will puzzle-piece you together. 
  
Fingering your curves like Braille. 
Gently tapping each eyelash into place. 
Putting that one gray strand of hair in cor-
rect location on your head. 
Removing none of your scars, 
Because they tell the tales of who you are 
And why you are 
What we have become 
And, if I read them just right, where we will 
be. 
  
I breathe life back into you. 
  
Giving you all but the very last breath in-
side of me. 
  
Stitch you back together with strands of my 
hair 
Covering seams with small pieces of my 
flesh 
Share slivers of bone to reinforce your own 
Pieces of brain I wasn’t using. 
  
Just to have you lay beside me at night, 
Look up from a meal with that grin of ap-
proval in your eyes, 
Teach our children that our people could 
fly. 
  
I need you. 
  
My blistered feet and callused hands are 
evident of how much. 
  
My skipping heartbeat testament to the 
piece I shared with you because a part of 
yours was missing. Hold me close so that 
mine can resync. 
  
And every now and then, when my short-
ened breath takes its toll, 
Could you please breathe for me? 
  

On the days that my brittle bones pop and 
creak, 
I will lean on you. 
  
When I lose my train of thought, 
I will come search for it, first, within your 
head because 
  
You complete me. 
  
Isis. 
 
 

“A Relief”  

by Mary Junior 

A pale grey sky 

And every cloud 

Shifting past 

I count aloud 

 

A tear rains down 

From God or me 

That’s unclear 

I do not see 

 

The answers written 

In the sky 

A mass of darkness 

Makes me cry 

 

An angry bell 

Rings through and through 

To heed its call 

Is up to you 

 

I'm not perfect 

My soul not light 

But my hope is here 

And ever bright 

 

Heaven calls 

Me back from dreams 

An angel's song 

Bursts out in streams 

 

The sun will rise 

Dawn comes from night 

And so I know 

I'll be alright. 

 

By me - a relief  
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Yours, mine and ours, only the best influences for our readers!  Vintage and recent premieres.  

“Iron Man 3” (2013) 

Written by: Drew Pearce, Shane Black, Stan 

Lee,  Don Heck, Larry Lieber, Jack Kirby, 

Warren Ellis & Adi Granov 

Directed by: Shane Black 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=kEIVPiTuYkQ 

 

Review By: James Starbuck 

Watch his review here: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=IYmlDIjzkyM 

“Stoker” (2013) 

Written by:  Wentworth Miller & Erin Cressida Wilson 

Directed by: Chan-wook Park 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXaanQkzrXU 

Review by: Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

 

To call this movie a mindfuck would be an understatement, bare-

ly scratching at the surface. Surface, of which it has little of, 

which is comforting to a movie with truly perfect cinematog-

raphy, thank God it has depth. It is a haunting story, and not for 

the faint of heart. However, if you are comfortable being chal-

lenged and want to escape for a couple of hours and come back 

thanking God for the family you used to call “dysfunctional”, 

check it out. Mia’s performance is nothing less than stellar as 

India, and she is perfectly combative alongside her antagonist, 

Uncle Charlie (Matthew Goode). Nicole Kidman plays...well, her 

typical Nicole Kidman role. If you think you’ve seen it all—haha. 

I dare you to see it.  
“On the Road” (2012) 

Written by: Jack Kerouac & Jose Rivera  

Director: Walter Salles 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAb5vODOrgg 

Review by: Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Having always been enamored by this adventure as a novel, I was extremely nervous 

to see this film. I am precious with my books, and often disappointed when I see them 

brought to life on screen. I did want to support my local nonprofit theatre however, so 

I took a chance to see it. I was pleasantly surprised that I loved it. While the drugs 

scenes are for me a bit repetitive, still, it was fun journey with an appropriate ending I 

can’t help but hope Kerouac would be pleased with. I was already fond of Sam Riley 

(“Control”), and to see him as Sal Paradise was particularly pleasing. Kirsten Stewart 

was tolerable and the rest of the cast was spectacular. Read the book FIRST.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEIVPiTuYkQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEIVPiTuYkQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYmlDIjzkyM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYmlDIjzkyM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXaanQkzrXU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sAb5vODOrgg


Sweet Sangria 

by Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Coeur de Pirate—C’etait Salement Romantique 

Sublime—Santeria 

Carpenters— Close To You 

Tori Amos—Sweet Sangria 

Hole—Sunset Marquis 

The Sundays—Wild Horses (cover) 

Led Zeppelin—Tangerine 

Billie Holiday—Summertime 

Elton John—Someone Saved My Life Tonight 

Nina Simone—Forbidden Fruit 
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Doo Wop 

by Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

 

Bobby Darin— Dreamlover 

Buddy Holly— Maybe Baby 

Everly Brothers—All I Have To Do Is Dream 

Lou Christie—The Gypsy Cried 

Johnny Mathis—Chances Are 

Dean Martin— That’s Amore 

The Platters—Twilight Time 

The Marcels—Blue Moon 

The Drifters—Under the Boardwalk 

The Miracles—Mickey’s Monkey 

Jimmie Rodgers—Kisses Sweeter Than Wine 

The Monotones—Book of Love 

The Capris—There’s A Moon Out Tonight 

Vito & The Salutations— Unchained Melody 

The Elegants— Little Star 

 



Physical Graffiti 

Interviews with rock bands and artists from around the world 

Interview with 

The Above 

From 

Brooklyn, New York 

USA 

PVzine: Please introduce your beautiful selves to our tremendously ferocious readers. Where are you from 

and why did each of you come together to form a band? 

 

JASON: Hi. We are The Above and we are a rock and roll band from Brooklyn, NYC. We came together to 

write, record and perform the kind of rock n roll that we like to hear. We are (obviously) influenced by a lot of 

foundational rock n roll from the 60s, but we aren't snobs about it. The fact is, our band like music ranging 

from minimalism and folk to punk and metal. And we like it a lot! If it's good, it's good.  

 

PVzine: For our younger audiences who may not know very much about 60’s garage punk, what was the most 

important aspect of the genre for you?  

 

DAVID: The music makes me want to dance with girls.  It just sounds cooler to me.  It's really no more com-

plicated than that! 

 

PVzine: The first time I saw you and was able to listen to your music (thank you again for finding us on Twit-

ter!) I will admit I was in shock and awe because it was as if you stepped out of a time warp. Your arrange-

ments, your look, your writing style, everything is so precise with what was going on in rock n roll in the 

1960s, with your blend of Chuck Berry R&B mixed with every influence on Lenny Kaye’s ―Nuggets‖. Was it 

a conscious decision to purely follow the same game plan to keep the genre alive or was it an accidental dis-

covery in your songwriting that your music sounds so similar? 

 

DAVID: It's not an accidental discovery, it's more of a lifestyle choice, a musical aesthetic preference, if you 

will.  It's what happens when you absorb so much music that you revere: you naturally start making music that 

exhibits the attributes of that body of work.  We don't set out to preserve the past.  That impression comes 

across because we find the style of that period to be superior to current trends, and so that's what we do.  It 

happens all the time: the punk kids dress like they did in the 70's leather jackets and ripped up jeans, and they 

make music that sounds like the Ramones.  The indie kids make music that sound like a new take on 80's 

synth pop.  And then you have all the shades in-between when you mix styles.  Do you think current popular 

artists really sound "new?"  Not me, everything is just reorganized music from the past.  It may have some 

different sounds thrown in, as the equipment will be updated and change, but musically, it's just more of the 

same. 



PVzine: What has been your greatest accomplishment so far and the hardest experience to learn from? 

 

FRANK: I think we’re hoping that our next album will be our greatest accomplishment, at least to date. We 

started tracking in February and are about halfway through the mixing process at the moment. It’ll also be the 

first release with this current band line-up and everyone has contributed to the songwriting, so we’re very ex-

cited about it at the moment!   

The hardest experience to learn from has been dealing with the numerous line-up changes that The Above has 

had to undergo in order to remain a functioning band. David and I have been in the band since the beginning, 

but many (too many!) people have come and gone through our ranks.  It’s disruptive to the creative process, 

the evolution of the live sound, and any promotional momentum that’s gained when you need to find a new 

member every few months! But, this line-up has been together for the last year, and we’re all committed to the 

sound of the band and making good music, so it’s nice to have some stability for once! 

 

PVzine: What would you say rock n roll does for a society? Has the rock n roll ethos made a positive impact 

or do you think society vacuums all the good it’s done? 

 

JASON: Rock n roll has had a hugely positive impact on society. Why else would any of us work for nothing 

to create it and spend our hard-earned money supporting it!? Real rock n roll represents liberty and freedom. It 

provides an outlet for individuals and groups of people to explore themselves and discover what it is they val-

ue and how they relate to the world around them. In its purest form this is what it accomplishes.  

It has been hijacked, exploited and commercialized for the sake of money and fame, however. And in so do-

ing it has become in our society a bastardized art form. Now what people call "rock n roll" is often not. It's 

inauthentic. This kind of rock n roll (and other forms of music, for that matter) are used now more as a way to 

fit into societal conventions and not as a way to stand apart. People now confuse musical success with being 

rich and famous. And in some ways wealth and fame are the antithesis of rock and roll. In the 50s and 60s 

when rock and roll represented the counter-culture you could be both an artist and famous. But our world is 

very different now. Our society is obsessed with being attractive, young, wealthy and famous more so than 

ever before. And, my god, we are incredibly insecure because of it! It's nearly impossible to be a real artist 

and wealthy and famous nowadays. And who in their right mind would honestly want all that comes with it?! 

Those with wisdom can distinguish success from wealth and fame, but it takes time and maturity. At least it 

did for me. The beautiful thing, though, is that rock n roll still represents that liberty and freedom it originally 

did when it comes from an honest place. It can still help you discover the things about yourself that will set 

you free of society's shackles and give you security in yourself as a human being. And nothing is more valua-

ble to me than security and being happy with who I am.  

 

PVzine: What three essential rock albums would you recommend to your fans besides your own? What are 

some albums that are easiest to learn when playing guitar for the first time? For drums? 

 



MATT: Three Essential Albums: 

Turtle Soup by The Turtles 

Groovin by The Young Rascals 

Gene Clark and The Gosdin Brothers by Gene Clark 

 

Albums Easiest to learn when playing guitar for the first: 

The Sun Singles by Carl Perkins 

The Very Best Of Eddie Cochran 

Well Respected Kinks 

 

FRANK: Wow, that’s a toughy. Off the top of my head, I’d go with these, but ask me tomorrow and you’ll 

get a completely different answer: 

The Who – Live at Leeds 

The Kinks – Something Else 

Cream – Fresh Cream 

 

As for albums that are easy to learn when first picking up an instrument, if you like garagey-type stuff, the 

first Nuggets box set will suit you. Many of the bands on that comp were just learning how to play their in-

struments as well when they recorded those tracks. Either that or one of the first four Ramones records. Bar-

chords are essential to rock and roll! 

 

DAVID: For essential albums, I would pick these: 

The Kinks :Kink Kontroversy - the Kinks are possibly my favorite group, and The Kink Kontroversy is possi-

bly my favorite Kinks record.   

The Beach Boys: Smile Sessions - The sixties recordings for what would have been the original Smile record 

are absolutely gorgeous.   

Os mutantes:  Mutantes - I don't understand the lyrics because I do not speak Brazilian Portuguese, but that 

does not in any way hinder my enjoyment of this record.   

 

As far as learning guitar for the first time, I can't really recommend any one record, because there's always a 

mixture of easy and hard stuff.  Just learn yer guitar chords, then go for the songs that only have a few: Satis-

faction, Wild Thing, blues songs, etc 

 

JASON: I can only recommend three?! I'm going to go purely with what albums have been most important to 

my development as a rock and roll drummer because otherwise it is too hard.  

Led Zeppelin, "IV" - Bonham has a groove and power that is unmatched. To me he’s the perfect hard rock 

drummer--innovative, dynamic, lyrical and powerful. Zeppelin are one of my favorite bands and definitely 

my favorite hard rock band. But they can do anything, as any fan of theirs bands and definitely my favorite 

hard rock band. But they can do anything, as any fan of theirs will tell you. And Bonham always has some-

thing to say.  

The Who, "My Generation" - This is what maximum R&B sounds like! And what the hell would it be if 

Moon wasn't on the kit?! As for The Above, this record has had the single most influence on my approach. 

It's got explosive power, shuffle and swing and barbarism. It's just great rock n roll. 



The Rolling Stones, "Exile On Main St." - This is just the finest collection of songs for this era. Watts is al-

ways right on point. It's never about him like it is with Bonham and Moon. But if he wasn't there, you'd sure 

as hell know it! He's a master of subtlety and restraint. Keith Richards said there wouldn't be The Rolling 

Stones without him. I agree.  

 

PVzine: What’s next for The Above? What’s the best way for us to stay updated? 

 

MATT: We are planning to release a late spring single (―Flake Out‖ b/w ―The Girl With The Peacock Tat-

too‖) and also our second full length LP sometime later this year with hopefully Canadian and European tour-

ing prospects coming to fruition. The best way to stay updated is theabovebrooklyn.com and the usual Twit-

ter/Facebook feeds (@theabovenyc). 

 

PVzine: Thank you so much for being a part of the zine! Anything you’d like to add? 

 

FRANK: Only a great big thank you to all who have supported us up until this point! We’ll have more for 

you all on the horizon very shortly and we hope you’ll enjoy listening as much as we do playing. 

 

PVzine: Thank you!! 

 

 

 

 

And at the end of this issue, be sure to check out a preview of the  

Official Pretty Vacant zine  Trading Card  #12 of The Above, available as a .pdf  

on the official zine website!!! 

http://theabovebrooklyn.com


Kiss and Tell 

Recent Musical Rendezvous with Records! 

Sylvia Juncosa – “Glass” (Single Track) 
“Glass” is a refreshing track for this band, who has survived 

all kinds of American greed, bribery and nepotism in the 

music business since the 1980s. The obstacle jungle to main-

tain your art given 30 years of these experiences is one to 

admire, especially when one’s art is able to remain as pure 

as it has. No one is perfect, thank the gods, but as she sings, 

at least she is “finally free”.  – Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

cLOSERS  – “L.A. Party” (Single Track) 
Finally. Fucking finally. Nothing about this track is “perfected” 

like everything else is in rock. This is why I moan, missing the 

90s so much. I miss when you can hear the impact of a drum 

being hit, the quick reflex in a chord change, the sudden dou-

ble-drum stop, the desire to get a message across without wor-

rying if it is smooth. I miss the distortion fading the end of the 

song. I miss bands like this that care more about making music 

than selling music.  – Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Death in Texas – “Oil & The Water” (Single Track) 
If you appreciate Lacuna Coil – as in their more recent works – 

you will appreciate this band. Not my favorite cup of tea, but I 

can’t dog it too much. Separately, the instrumentation and the 

vocals of Ruth Power are phenomenally compelling, but the 

two forces competing at the same tempo comes across much 

more invasive than it should be. They are still an up and com-

ing band, with their debut EP released only two years ago. I 

have a feeling they will only get better with time. – Meggy-

Kate Gutermuth 

Everybody Run – “Everybody Run Songs” (Playlist – Reverb) 
Again, not my cup of tea, but I am familiar with the genre. Four 

pretty boys who somehow song exactly like Simple Plan, The 

Almost, Red Jumpsuit Apparatus, New Found Glory, Yellow-

card…Okay. I have a theory. They are all the same band set up 

with different guys for the suits to make more money. I mean, 

if pop-wannabe-punk is your thing, have at it. This is America 

and no one can take that from you, constitutionally speaking.  

Just note these things as you listen and compare and live your 

life… -- Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Kirk Grim – “s/t” (LP) 
Stoner Punk Rock, they call themselves.  This is an LP I want on 

cassette to take around in my car with my friends and enjoy it 

at its full potential, while driving of course. Crank this badass 

shit up to 11 if your speakers don’t volunteer so themselves. I 

wanna hear more rock n roll like this. I hate comparing bands 

to other bands, I honestly do, but in this case it is comforting, 

it reminds me of early 90s Bad Religion and Pennywise and 

moshing. Fuck, let me kick some pop ass right now. Keep it 

coming, Kirk Grim. Your music is just what humanity needs. It 

speaks to my fucked up anarchic soul. Thank you. – Meggy-

Kate Gutermuth 

The Black Tears – “Philosophy of Perception” (EP) 
Quality vocals with quality compositions. Self described as 

completely inspired by everything 90s. That was my genera-

tion too, but I don’t hear it in their music. Not that I have a 

problem with that, it’s just more gothic – again, on the same 

wavelength as Lacuna Coil or The Roxy. Fuck, I don’t like com-

paring, but it does just sound very similar, especially in vocals.  

A highly recommended EP. Truly talented. And I love my em-

powering female musicians. Seductive, intelligent and honest. 

A great combination.  – Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Eyes Like 20 – “Birth to Earth” (Single Track)  
Again, a little perfected in the studio. If you just like some-

thing loud, slightly melodic, in your face with slick guitar riffs 

that bleeds sex into your earlobes and gets you started in 

your pants – this is the band for you. And, if you live in the 

Alabama area of the United States, you’re lucky because 

they’re local. Check out their link to their site and keep your 

eyes and ears peeled for when they come around your cor-

ner. It’ll be a night you won’t soon forget.  (Hey Cyndal – 

you’ll like this band.) — Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Neon Liars – Tell Us About Your Whoas (EP) 

Tight without being overproduced. Listening straight through, I 

can already tell you nothing about this EP is predictable. Most 

shades of the rock n roll spectrum are represented here. Open-

ing track, “86-it” Feels almost pop-punk, like a step back into 

2004. As you break on through to the next track,  we have 80s 

hardcore metal punk. I swear I saw Jello Biafra standing around 

nodding his head in approval as I listened to this.  It’s just good 

rock n roll doing what rock should always do. Preach loud, 

preach fast, kick ass and go home. – Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

https://soundcloud.com/sylvia-juncosa
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZcVyGB1gv4
http://deathintexas.bandcamp.com/
http://www.reverbnation.com/everybodyrun
http://kirkgrim.bandcamp.com/
http://www.theblacktears.co.uk/music.html
http://eyeslike20.com/fr_home.cfm
http://neonliars.bandcamp.com/


punk rock scavenger hunt 

 

Greetings, Fellow zine readers! 

It’s that time of year—part of our  

Interactive Summer zine Series,  

and this month we’re featuring a punk rock scavenger hunt!  

No, this isn’t “Jackass”, you don’t have to makeout with  

someone (unless you want to).   

You don’t even have to purchase a thing!  

 

To take part in our Pretty Vacant zine Scavenger Hunt, 

simply take a picture of anything on our list (on the next page) 

and send photos of your favourite finds on our list to  

prettyvacantzine@gmail.com  

 

and we will post the results next month! Happy Hunting! 



1. Go to your local dollar store and find one thing that was or resembles something you 

played with as a kid that ALWAYS got you in trouble.  

2. Find a business in your hometown that was once your favourite place but has been 

taken over by a larger business. Tell us what would you turn it into. 

3. Your favourite alternative record. 

4. Your favourite punk record. 

5. The WORST album you can possibly find, of any genre.  

6. Your favourite writer. 

7. What you HATE most on TV.  

8. What you WISH played on TV. 

9. The BEST THING OR PERSON to happen in rock n roll (still alive) 

10.  The WORST THING OR PERSON to happen in rock n roll (still alive) 

11.  Who you wish NEVER played on the radio ever again. 

12.  Your guilty pleasure movie or album. 

13.  Your most powerful punk rock object. 

14.  Favourite instrument. 

15.  Any record store still in existence in your hometown (independent/used or chain 

store) 

16.  An image that describes where music is heading. 

17.  Your first concert (show us a pic of the ticket or of the band) and when. 

18.  Musician you would bring back for the dead. 

19.  Musician you would give up in order to have #18 back. 

20.   Object that is clearly NOT punk rock (but some think it is) 

21.  The band you want to meet before you die. 

pretty vacant zine 

punk rock scavenger hunt 



No more Sucka MD’s  

How to stay healthy  

without the need for doctors 

by Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 
 

In this day and age of greed and propaganda, it is next to impossible to decode truth from lies. In a world of advertise-

ments, how would you know the Doctor means that this drug is right for you? Who are doctors anymore anyway? Care-

givers or drug dealers? Next time you’re snuggled on the couch sitting through a ten minute commercial break, pay ex-

tra attention to the drug commercials. Do you REALLY want to take something when the side effects are worse than the 

condition it’s prescribed to manage? How many of these commercials have you tallied that has ―death‖ as a side effect? 

―Oh, those are extreme situations…‖ is easy to shrug off, huh? This is how psychological manipulation works, and it is a 

tried and true practice in marketing. Have you ever considered how vulnerable this makes a person? What about how 

vulnerable this makes an entire society? Why do we put so much trust into the holy Doctor always being right even 

when the red flags are right in front of our eyes? To remedy this, I am starting a new monthly article highlighting what 

YOU can do to safely take care of yourself without the harmful effects of pharmaceuticals. With May being a trouble-

some month with a quick and hard heat wave hitting us across the globe sleepless nights are a dime a dozen for all. 

What is one to do? Here’s a list of products to try, none of which will betray your health and all are affordable and avail-

able at your local supermarket. 

 

1. Melatonin— a hormone secreted by the pineal gland in the brain. It helps regulate other hormones and maintains the 

body's circadian rhythm. It is available as a supplement. 

2. Valerian Root— a dietary supplement used historically in the treatment of sleep and anxiety problems. Capsules can 

also be opened and poured into a hot tea, 30 minutes before bedtime. 

3. Chamomile Tea— I recommend the Celestial Seasonings variety box. Soothing and delicious, hot or cold. 

Other sleep aids- Poppy Seed extract, Passion Flower Incarnata extract, Tango Sleep Cycle capsules - these can all be 

ordered online.  

 

Also, look into changing your room or your behavior before bed. Do you wake up wired and jittery, anxious and bored? 

Take the television out of your bedroom, turn your phone off or to silent, rearrange your furniture and cleanse your bed-

room of any hoarding mess you don’t need. Of all the rooms in the home, your bedroom should be your sanctuary. Un-

plug all electronics and get back to basics. All too often these days we become so consumed in our electronics and our 

technology and this up-to-the-second obsession to know all. It is a destructive pattern, and one we are capable of con-

trolling, no matter what our job or excuse may be. One’s own personal health comes before all else. How would you 

expect to help anyone if you can’t function yourself? Be your own disciplinarian, or get someone you’re close with to 

help you disconnect, at least part of the day everyday. Pick up a book. It is a good exercise for the brain and will overall 

reduce your risk of developing dementia or Alzheimer's. Meditate. Practice for 30 days before you measure results. Put 

your health first!  



Pretty vacant zine 

Official trading card series  

For a printable sheet of trading cards featuring The Above,  

check out our WordPress that you are likely on right now—they will be  

individually posted .pdfs , posted after every issue.  

Trading amongst your friends, enemies and yo damn self!  

Rock on, bitches! 



 

 

 

THAT’S IT, FOLKS! 

Thank you for being a part of this little dream 

of mine, and for all of your support, helping 

this zine become as successful as it has! This 

still only the beginning, and through your sup-

port, we’re starting a counterculture zine revo-

lution! Everyone has the right to be published, 

so if you or someone you know has a dream, 

let’s make it real! 

Keep the music coming, stay at least a little 

daring,  

and question  everything.  

Rock on, bitches!!!!  

Meggy-Kate Gutermuth 

Pretty Vacant zine Editor 


